Fun Series/Fun Club(瘋系列)
Activity Regulations Description
1.Take your own entirely human-powered bicycle in good vehicle condition with front and
rear brakes. Do not install resting instrument and do not wear uncovered slippers.
2.You are required to first inspect the condition of the vehicle. After completion, you then
report at the registration with your health insurance card (or ID) and the vehicle
inspection form
a. Bicycle safety helmet.
b. Reflective vests, type H vests are recommended or those that comply with the
EN1150 standard. Backpacks (bags) also are required to have reflective strips
(bands).
c. 2 front and rear lights on the bicycle, 1 front and 1 back light on the helmet (do not
use button battery lamps for front lights), and one must be able to clearly recognize
the brightness at 100 meters ahead and 150 meters behind the vehicle.
d. Bell.
3.Activity penalty:
a. In accordance with the rule, stay on the route and you must not deviate from the route
or finding a shortcut route. You must stamp at the checkpoints along the route,
offenders will be disqualified.
b. If you pass and get ahead of a leading vehicle, you will be penalized for 1 additional
hour.
c. Confirmed violation of Taiwan’s traffic regulations will be penalized for 1 additional
hour for each violation. The offender will be disqualified.
(Refer to Road Traffic Safety Regulations, Road Traffic Management Punishment
Regulations, and they can be revised at any time according to regulations)
d. Wear safety helmets and reflective vests during the entire process. The offenders will
be penalized for 2 additional hours.
e. Turn on the front and back lights at night, in dim light, or in tunnels. Keep the lights
constantly lit without flashing. The offender will be penalized for 1 additional hour.
f. On a one-way (lane) roads and tunnels, individuals traveling side-by-side or taking
up roads hamper traffic will be penalized for 1 additional hour.
g. Those who have lost the yellow card or have not entered the checkpoint (including
the secret checkpoint) and those who arrive at finish line passing the closing time
will be disqualified.
h. Individuals who lost checkpoint receipts (invoices) will be penalized for 1 additional
per each receipt. If the image displayed in the camera at the checkpoint cannot be
identified, the person will be disqualified.
i. Individuals who contaminate the environment or fail to clean after usage will be
penalized for 2 additional hours.

j.

Do not ride with non-participants, break wind wheel vehicles or use external forces
(vehicle transport or traction, etc.). Offenders will be disqualified
k. You must not take part in an impersonation. Violators will be disqualified and will
assume their own responsibility. They are prohibited from participating in any other
activities in this series.
l. Individual or group supply vehicles can be parked right before or after the
checkpoints. They are not to follow the racer or occupy the road. The offender will be
disqualified as participants.
m. Dispute of the event is decided by the organizing agency (or the organizer). If there is
any objection, propose it to the organizer 24 hours before the closing time of the
event the event will be closed to the organizer within 24 hours.

4.Participants who departs without register is considered as a DNS (Did not start),
unless otherwise specified in the activity. The special delay status is required to first
contacted the organizer.
5.There is no recycling mechanism for this activity. DNF (Did not finish) must notify
the organizer first. Please contact your relatives and friends for assistance in
recycling.

The listed specific regulations are not
exhaustive and may be amended at any time

Fun Series 瘋系列
Registration Information
1. Qualifications: From the date of departure, you must be at least 16

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
2.

years old. Before reaching the age of 18, please contact the organizer
and fill out the guardian consent form:
200K unlimited riding experience (except limited qualifications)
300K needs to complete 200K (any BRM certification is acceptable,
except limited qualification)
400K to be completed 300K (ibid.)
600K to be completed 400K (ibid.)
1000K and above (additional announcement will be posted by the
organizer)
Be sure to read the activity rules carefully before registering.

3. Registration and payment: All registration must be made on line.

Transfer must be completed within 48 hours after the registration,
overdue cancellation will not be notified. Foreigners also need to
attach passport photocopy (insurance use). Please e-mail after
scanning. Please contact the organizer for payment by PayPal.
4. Cancellation: If you complete the registration and paid the fee, you

can cancel and receive refund (15 NT is deducted for transfer
transaction fee) before the registration deadline. Registration fees
and materials will not be refunded after the registration deadline.
5.

Vehicle inspection and reporting at registration: After the completion
of the vehicle inspection, with identification card (health insurance
card or photo certificate) and activity consent form/vehicle inspection
form, report to registration. Please print out the consent form/vehicle
inspection form yourself, and remember the riding number so that you
can speed up the registration.

6. Checkpoints must be checked in by following the order

◼

◼

Convenient Store Checkpoint: Designated stores according to the
route, stamp the stamps of the store, purchase (the amount is not
limited) products and ask for the invoice for confirmation.
Manual inspection point: According to the designated location of
the route, the staff member stamps and registered the time (or
scans the bar code).

◼

Photographic checkpoints: The bikes will be inspected on the route
through designated buildings or landmarks. The images must be
clearly visible and will be verified by the staff at the finish
line.
◼ Secret checkpoints: whether a secret checkpoint will be
established will be announced before departure; it is set up as
manual checkpoints.
7. Completion: The qualified individuals who completed the route within
the time limit will turn in the yellow card and checkpoint invoices to
the staff to verify and login. The invoices will be returned to the
participants after verification on the spot.
8.

Completion Medal: The qualified individuals who completed the route
within the time limit can decide whether to purchase French ACP medals
on their own. If the number of medals are insufficient, the medals will
be mailed with the yellow cards to the mailing address after
verification.

9.

Certification: For the qualified individuals who complete the route
within the time limit, the organizer will EMAIL to the French (ACP)
General Assembly for certification. The certification will be mailed
with the yellow card and ACP authentication code according to the
mailing address after verification.

10.Supporting supply vehicles: Individual or group-specific supply

vehicles must submit the application 1 day before the event. The supply
vehicle is limited to park right before and after the checkpoints.
11.Luggage storage: Make sure to tie a name tag, not to place valuables

and documents, inside the luggage. For storage only and holds no
liability for compensation. If you fail to obtain the luggages after
the event, they will be shipped and to pay by delivery
12.Insurance: The organizing agency and the organizer (individual

management) will insure all attendees with accident insurance +
accident medical insurance. Each participant is to be insured with 2
million accident insurance + 200,000 accidental medical and health
insurance. If yo have any illnesses, please assess whether you are
eligible to participate in the insurance policy or self-insured with
other valid personal insurance, in particular not insured matters:
◼

Personal illness that causes sports injuries.

◼

Symptoms due to personal constitution or due to own cardiovascular
conditions
such as shock, heart disease, diabetes, heat
failure, heat stroke, high mountain disease, epilepsy, and
dehydration, etc.

◼

The condition caused by the disease itself will not be covered by
insurance.

◼

The items not listed are subject to the contents of the insurance
policy.

◆ The organizer possessed pedestrian public accident insurance of 1
million+ financial damages of 100,000 during the event.
13.Personal Data Protection Law and Portrait Right: The organizing agency

and the organizer (individual management) shall notify in the following
listed situations in accordance with Article 8(1) of the Personal Data
Protection Law:
◼

Collection purposes: For the management of this event and for the
application of the related insurance operations.

◼

Collected items of personal data: name, ID number, contact
telephone number, household registration address, identity card,
e-mail, portrait, video and other information.

◼

Personal Data Protection Law: Participants agree to receive
information related to the event from the organizing agency, the
organizer (individual management) or the cooperative partners.

◼

Portrait Right: The organizing agency and the organizer
(individual management) have the right to broadcast, display and
register the video, photos and achievements of this event in the
various locations of the world. The participants agreed that the
portrait and the competition records should be used in the
publicity activities in connection with this event.

14.No traffic control and personnel guidance will be set up throughout the

event. Participants shall know the location of the route and the
checkpoint on their own beforehand, and shall strictly abide by the
road traffic regulations in Taiwan. Any violations or accidents shall
be the responsibility of the parties.
15.In case of typhoon or human disaster that is irresistible before the

event, the organizing agency and the organizer (individual management)
have the right to announce the cancellation, postponement or adjustment

of the course of the event in order to consider the safety of the
participants. Please pay close attention to the original registration
website pages for any change notifications of the event.

Fun Series/Fun Club(瘋系列)
Vehicle Inspection Sheet / Consent Form
Safety equipment inspection
Inspection Stamp
1.□Safety Helmet 2. □Reflective Vest First, have your vehicle inspected,
3. □2 Front lights and 2 Rear Lights then take your for and ID care for
4. □Brakes, Bells 5.□1 Front light registration
and 1 rear light on the helmet
Consent Form
I did indeed read the registration instructions and the rules of the event,
and agreed to and complied with the requirements for registration and the
rules of the event, and will follow the traffic and road safety rules.
I voluntarily participate in activities and that I am physically and mentally
fit. My self-provided vehicles and equipment are normal, and I indeed
understand the potential risks of this activity, such as sports injuries,
weather abnormalities, mechanical failures, traffic accidents, etc., I will
decide whether to complete or give up this event. In the event of a traffic
accident, inadequacy of equipment, physical injury or death, I, my family,
and the third party of the incident may not request the organizer to bear
joint responsibility for any reason, and is willing to give up any legal
prosecution rights.
No traffic control and personnel guidance are available for the event. I have
understood the location of the route and the checkpoints.
There is no recycling mechanism for the activity and if it is necessary to
abandon the self-care transportation on the way, it is recommended to inform
relatives and friends for assistance.
Due to road conditions or weather safety considerations, the organizer
reserves the right to terminate or change the courses of the activities.
The accident has been insured (2 million) + medical insurance (10%).
Insurance claims are subject to change according to the contents of the
policy. Insufficient parts and special needs to be added depends on the
private party.
I agree to authorize the hosting organizer to publicize or shared activity
videos, photo portraits and names, completion dates, or other information
related to the event.
If there is any disputes, legal proceedings, etc., the Pingtung District
Court is the first jurisdiction court.
。

Participant’s Signature :
No.:
Date: 201
(After the vehicle inspection form has been stamped and signed
The participant is required to bring a health insurance card with this form
and required documents.

Fun Series瘋系列
Parent (Guardian) Consent Form
(All of the following must be personally and clearly written)
Consent holder (guardian) ___________ (ID number: ____________) is a minor
(participant) ___________ (ID number: ____________,
The legal representative must be fully 16 year of ages on the
____year____month_____ day of the event. I indeed agree that this member is to
participate in the Having Fun and Going Crazy Series of the long-distance
riding cycling activities.
(Activity date ____ year____ month__ day event title ____________________). I
Have indeed read the rules of the event, registration instructions, and
understand the risk of the event, and am willing to abide by the provisions of
the event. The organizer (the individual) will never be held responsible for
any accidents that occur during the event.
This form is drafted specifically as evidence
Organizer: Taiwan Super Triathlon Association

Consent (Parent/Guardian): _________________ (signed by the parent)
Republic Of China Date:
※Signature of the parent or guardian consent form must be turned in with the
vehicle inspection form, otherwise no departure and refunds are allowed.

Fun Series瘋系列
Personal/Group Support Supply Vehicle
Application Form
Event Name

Event Date

Name (individual or group)

Individual or Group ACP code:

Vehicle type and license plate
number:

Rider’s Name and Telephone No.

Supply car regulations:
For fixed-point replenishment, the vehicle must park before and after
the checkpoint, and the parking position must not occupy roads or affect
traffic.
When supporting faults or repairs, park the vehicle in an appropriate
location and contact the rider again to avoid occupying roads or
affecting traffic.
Do not follow the rider. Any occurrences of breaking the wind,
vigilance, traction, or providing supplies during riding are not allowed.
Violators will be disqualified.
The identification sticker is to be constantly attached to the front of
the vehicle.
Signature of Applicant:

Applicant contacting phone no.

I understand and comply with the
above requirements, and the
information provided is true

Applying Date

List of Individual or Group Member Names
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No.
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